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Introduction 
 
Welcome to the Torrs Hydro Annual Report for the year to 30th September 2015.  
 

In many ways this has been an almost perfect year: the plant has mostly run smoothly and 

the total power generation was a little above the average to date. 
 

Archie passed a significant milestone (see below) and directors, volunteers and others 

turned out before sunrise to celebrate. 

 
 

Power Generation and Financial Summary 
 

 
 
The power generation for the year totalled 158MWh, which is slightly better than our 
average generation. 
 

The accounts for 2014/15 show a slight improvement in profits. This year’s was £6,359 
compared with £5,411 for 2013/14. The increase is due to a more productive year of 
power generation than last year. 
 

The financial headline figures are that income was £25,837 (compared to £23,500 in 
2013/14) and general administration expenditure was £13,124 (£12,518 in 2013/14).  
 

We have continued normal operations and these figures illustrate the maturity of the 
scheme.  
 

During the year the Board developed and agreed a reserve policy which balanced realism 
with caution, and from this deduced a point in the next financial year (2015/16) when all 
being well we could anticipate repaying the remaining loan. Unfortunately, a serious 
mechanical failure at the end of September 2015 meant that we were then unable to run 
the plant. Without an operational income this repayment has had to be postponed.    
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It was like a birthday… Archie’s landmark event 
 

 
 

Directors and volunteers just after the 1,000,000kWh moment – 8th April 2015  
 

 

 
 

Back to zero 
 

The biggest event for Archie in 2014/15 

was in April when the total power 

generation reached 1,000,000 kWh. For 

weeks beforehand, the weather had been 

watched, calculations made and bets 

placed. Very early on the morning of  

8th April, several bleary-eyed directors 

and volunteers were to be found in the 

comfort of the warm engine house, flasks 

of coffee in hand to watch the meter 

register as it made its way to six zeroes. It 

has been an interesting and challenging 

journey to reach this milestone. 
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Plant Operations 

 
Plant operations, until the last days of the year, offered no big surprises. Volunteers 

ensured that as small problems arose they were swiftly dealt with so Archie was able to 

generate as much as rain and rivers allowed. Deposition at the inlet, that will always be an 

issue after heavy rain, was quickly and skilfully moved on using volunteer power on three 

occasions. And noise problems; what noise problems? This year we very rarely had to 

shutdown overnight and we received no complaints from neighbours. 
 

Beyond the daily tasks, new riverside fencing was designed and installed to allow for 

easier and safer clearing of the inlet. The usual sticky blockages caused by autumnal 

leaves led to the design, experimentation and eventually manufacture of bespoke rubbish 

clearing tools. 
 

Our ‘trouble free’ year ended on September 27th when Archie was heard grinding the 

trough while turning slowly and within 24 hours was unable to turn at all. Diagnosis a week 

later confirmed that the bottom bearing had failed. We had anticipated that it would need 

replacing at some point (although not quite so soon) but the task has presented a 

substantial engineering challenge: the engineering team got to work straight away but it 

will take several months of thought, planning and heavy work to resolve and repair. 
 

And lastly, the brake assembly that we expected to install last Summer? Our supplier, 

Andritz admitted that they had sent the wrong parts; poor delivery arrangements and more, 

mean that we are still negotiating a solution to this matter. 

 
Visitors and Educational Events  
 
It has been a relatively quiet year for visitors to Torrs Hydro. 
 

We had regular open days spread throughout the year, which were attached to events 

already going on in the town such as the One World Festival and New Mills Festival. We 

were on site and opened the engine house to take part in a countywide green initiative, the 

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Eco home event in May and were also part of the Co-op 

Energy Fortnight in September. 
 

All dates for open days were displayed on the website and on the engine house notice 

board. 
 

There were visits from local primary schools. Year 4 from New Mills Primary School visited 

to do project work on electricity and were “keen to be green” and Hayfield Primary School 

had a day in New Mills consolidating their “Green Flag” credentials. 
 

The engineering team at the Environment Agency based in Warrington, who upgrade, 

maintain and replace assets at Pumping Stations across the North West Region, visited in 

April as part of their Environmental Leave Days. This was a useful technical visit and we 

were able to exchange ideas about maintenance.  
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A volunteer / director’s perspective 

 

Sean Whewell has been a Torrs 

Hydro director since 2008. He first 

became involved just as our initial 

share offer was closing and had 

the arduous task of collating our 

shareholders contact details. Soon 

after, he volunteered as a labourer 

working directly with the 

construction of Archie.  

We asked him to reflect on the last 

eight years with Torrs Hydro. 
 

What have you enjoyed most? 
 

Seeing New Mills Primary Schools 

singing about Archie and the 

recent Youth Festivals using Torrs 

Hydro as a base has made it all 

worth while. 
 

 
 

Sean at last year’s AGM 

What has been most challenging? 
 

The most challenging thing is stopping the water flowing through Archie when we need to 

perform maintenance - good luck to the team replacing the bearing this time round. 

 

What have you been most proud of? 
 

I'm most proud of what Archie has done for New Mills - we have had thousands of visitors 

from all over the world, some wanting to simply see him spinning, some wanting to know 

why or how we did it. 
 

More recently passing through the 1,000,000 kWh barrier - some may produce more but 

no one else will be first! 

 
 
 

Community Fund awards 
 
New Mills Walkers are Welcome was awarded £150 to help fund the 

costs of producing two walk leaflets. 
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Thanks to… 
 
… All whose commitment to Torrs Hydro ‘makes it happen’, in particular our engineering 

volunteers and our members. 
 

Special thanks too to Jan Szechi who retired in April 2015 after a period of sterling service 

as secretary, first point of contact and much more. 

 

 
 

Jan at the 1,000,000 kWh milestone 

 
 

Photographs and diagrams courtesy of Richard & Hazel Body and Steve Essex 
 

Torrs Hydro New Mills Limited is a Community Benefit Society 
 

Website: www.torrshydro.org Blog: torrs-hydro-newmills.blogspot.com 

 

Community Benefit Society Registration Number IP30335R 
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